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Technical specificaTion: BiG siZe screen
Article Size Format Gain Fabric size  Borders Black Viewing area Length Hight Depth Weight  Packaging 
number (inch)  matte (mm) (mm) drop (mm)  cassette cassette cassette Net/Gross L x W x H   
   white       (mm)   (mm)  (mm) (mm) (Kg) (mm)

BSS400-4:3  197”  4:3  1,2   4000x3600  0   0   4000x3000   4230  205  210  58/62  4300x220x220
BSS500-4:3  246”  4:3  1,2   5000x4350  0   0   5000x3750   5230  205  210  65/77  5300x220x220
BSS600-4:3  295”  4:3  1,2   6000x5100  0   0   6000x4500   6230  205  210  85/99  6300x220x220

Övriga storlekar, format och utseenden mot offert, vi har dukar upp till 12 m bredd/Other size, formats and designs will be quoted separatly, we have screens up to 12 m.
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BIG SIZE SCREEN (BSS)
This is a big size screen for professional use. Because of this screens high quality it suits perfectly in schools, 
audiotorium and other demanding surroundings. 

casseTTe/colour 
The screen cassette is made of aluminium and is powder coated 
in white with black end caps.

in line conTrol
The screen is delivered with an inline switch (not mounted). 
If needed it can be controlled by Kingpins Remote Control System 
KP300A, see separate product information (can be bought sepa-
rately).

MoTor/end posiTions 
The motor is a tubular motor that is placed inside the axle. The running 
time is max 5 min, after that the overheating protection may be activated. 
The end positions of the screen can be manually adjusted easily 
and with high precision. 

power
All Kingpin electric screens are CE-certified and operated by 
100-230V/50-60Hz. The total length of the electric cord is 2 meter. 
The cord comes out on the left side of the cassette. 
Installation shall be done by an authorized electrician.

screen faBric/Gain 
For a natural picture, the screen fabric is matte white with a gain 
of 1,2. The screen fabric is made of fireproof PVC. The screenfa-
brics is combined with HF-welding on the backside of the fabrics, 
this make the screen looks like a homogenus fabrics. We have the 
sane gain values on the connection and no other noticable chan-
ges of the surface!

MounTinG 
The screen can be mounted either on the wall or the ceiling with 
the two enclosed mounts.


